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Dedication 

To Lady Liberty 

Not just the one standing tall over the 
Hudson who represents our fundamental 
freedom as a collective no matter what part 
of the planet you inhabit, but also to the 
proverbial Lady Liberty who is embedded 
in each one of us.  

May we beseech her now & always 
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“Transforming our world from illusion of separation to an experience of 
Heaven on Earth is the true final frontier.” 

~~metaphysics-for-life.com 
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Chapter 1: The Future of Our Civilization 

It’s been 100 years since the Industrial Revolution, & we live in a world 

today where everything is controlled, monitored, & otherwise owned, 

dominated & ruled by corporations. The oligarchs dominate our society 

with their overindulgent greedy appetites for MORE at the cost of 

everyone & thing they stomp on to get it. They have cultivated so much 

food that we have famine. They have cultivated so much satisfaction that 

we have starvation. Across the world, we have poverty, homelessness, 

scarcity, whole demographics of people suffering without clean water, 

healthcare or humane living conditions. It is the 21st century & there are 

STILL refugee camps filled with what capitalism has created: the 

consequences of an uneven distribution of wealth. This may sound like a 

political argument, but it’s NOT. It’s about human beings, our health & 

wellness, happiness & longevity. To all the right-wing conservatives out 

there or anyone with a “sides” mentality… this is not about SIDES. It is 

about the welfare of our human community members who have heartbeats. 

Right or left, blue or red, elephant or donkey does not apply. Non-

partisan is an actual concept; we should consider using it more often.  

Indeed, not all individuals in the human community have equal 

intelligence, strength or skill, but that doesn’t mean that they should not 

be treated fairly, with respect & valued via proper care &/or 

compensation. Since we are known to be pioneers of liberty… we, as an 

American nation, need to REDEFINE capitalism so that is does not 

diminish a person’s potential, reduce their self-worth & chain them to a 

rat wheel for the rest of their lives. If you did happen to ask me what 

political figure I would endorse & recommend doing some research on… 

I would strongly suggest Andrew Yang. This gentleman has an excellent 

mindset when it comes to revising our current crumbling skewed system. 

He has the high I.Q., formal education, credentials, experience, wisdom, 

empathy, & ingenuity to back it all up. Mr. Yang certainly has a handle 

on the right courses of action for instrumental change to take place. The 
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fundamental principles that built our nation… need a reboot. Ya think? 

Yang’s new proposed ideas & solutions are a good starting point for 

meeting the kind of new standard we so desperately need to reestablish. A 

21st century standard should be built upon soul-based, heart-centered 

values. To the best of my knowledge, Yang’s ideologies aim right for that 

target.  

What does the current imbalanced system look like? An airline pilot 

(retired or fired) receives a 60-mil severance package, lifetime uses of a 

private jet, free tickets, lifetime security detail & a 10-year supply of Pepsi 

& condoms, for god sake. It’s no secret that while CEO’s & corporate 

leaders get lofty raises, bonuses & high-rise office spaces with amenities… 

laborers & employees on the other hand, barely get health care, sick days, 

paid vacation, or anything close to a living wage. As I am writing this, 

mainstream American workers from all walks of life are ON STRIKE. 

From Hollywood to healthcare to John Deer to factory & food 

distributors, to restaurants & retail, employees are rising up & refusing to 

work until a redistribution of wealth, essentially… is deployed. The USA is 

in the midst of the “Great Strike of 2021” involving millions of low paid & 

exploited US workers across virtually all US industries. Hmmmm, maybe 

folks are starting to notice the raw deal, & how they have been getting 

ripped off for years. . 

 

 

           

                …said the Status Quo 
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The world economy is tragically fortified with a select few. These people 

are the ones who call the shots, make the rules, fashion the American 

sham dream, American destiny, & dominate world fate. These people are 

the ones truly in power. They have dictated what the human community 

buys & sells; produces & proliferates; consumes, steals, swindles & 

destroys. The top tier elite use nepotism to keep it tight & trending from 

one era to the next. These organized crime syndicates disguised as just 

leaders are pros, they know just how to pit folks against one another on 

purpose. They use divisive tactics to separate & conquer, like 

investigators do with codefendants to get them to turn on each other for a 

deal. They are professional liars, thieves & manipulators. These people 

wrote the book on lip service & the manual on how to rob a bank & get away 

with it. They authored the practical guide on ripping people off not behind 

their backs.... but while they are LOOKING straight at them, in the eyes, 

with a smile. This group has mastered telling you what you want to hear. 

Pandering to one side here... then appeasing another side there. These 

people play the game in a most malicious way. They cheat. They count 

cards. They hire goons to do their dirty work, so they always appear 

clean as a whistle. They are the kind of folks who have a pair of plastic 

gloves in the back pocket & know just how to cover tracks to clean up a 

crime scene.  

The “system” is a trap, a catch-22, unfair, unjust & a menace to mental 

health, physical preservation, & spiritual hygiene. The fact that overtime & 

over-working is touted like a badge of honor in this society, is a big 

indicator of derailed priorities. The system is broken, & a snake pit, quite 

frankly. Go ahead, test the waters. You too will wind up with your back 

against the wall, your feet all blistered up, your face all smacked around 

with ups & downs. There is no escape from modern day man where dog 

eats dog & “survival of the fittest” is king. “His” government is run by the 

old Roman Empire that crucified “the truth, light & way.” Pontius Pilot 

didn’t crucify Jesus... he crucified the lamb of God: peace. Instead of 

extending an olive branch, he drove nails into it. He crucified the truth, light 

& way, that Jesus stood for. He crucified... the love, light & truth that Jesus 
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preached & promoted. Today, the “system” crucifies that truth, light & way 

every single second via cunning commercialism. The destructive, 

damaging, systematic rhetoric insidiously streaming forth unto every 

vein & artery of our entire manmade infrastructure is the REAL VIRAL 

PANDEMIC. Covid-19 ain’t got nothin’ on THAT. (For your reference, 

this is the brand of Artificial Intelligence (A.I.) I will be referring to in 

this book) 

The system crucifies LOVE every time an innocent creature is harmed, 

or a person is denied humane treatment or inalienable rights. The system 

crucifies LOVE every time Mother Earth is pillaged, raped, polluted or 

poisoned. The Roman Empire is alive & well & no longer is this OKAY. 

Today is a new day: God’s 21st Century. Which btw, precedes this book in 

“Thee Trilogy of the Ages” series. (see page 183 for special Author Note) 

→ BOOK 1: “The Decline of Civility: America’s Fall From Grace”   

→ BOOK 2: “God’s 21st Century: How the Soul Rises to Power”   

→ BOOK 3: “Pandora’s Box Is Burning: Humanity’s Final Frontier” 

The “Great Awakening” began to creep slowly into the mainstream just 

35 years ago or so. But now… there are those of us who have come out of 

the cosmic closet completely & we are no longer hiding our rights to 

truth, freedom, liberty & the real pursuit of happiness, which is honoring 

our true God identity. The “camp” that is awakening & ascending & 

learning to sustain 5D consciousness is at a critical mass. This means that 

more than half… or at least 51% of humans on the planet, at this time, are 

at this stage. This critical mass thus is causing “The Shift” on the planet, 

as we begin to finally, collectively, undergo a planetary transformation on 

a grand scale that cannot be denied. 

Many humans may resist this change, the changing times, & the 

uncomfortable shifts from old patterns & programs to new more 

advanced ones. This change is occurring on the most fundamental levels 

of our human DNA. Our souls or “light bodies,” are thus pioneering this 
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new epic Age with or without our consent. As said before, this is the 

Golden Age of mankind & more than half of us have already decided to 

collectively collaborate in the raising of our vibratory frequencies on a 

quantum level. In order to collectively coexist here on Earth as a race of 

homo luminous beings, the outdated versions of us: homo sapien, must be 

discarded like outgrown exoskeletons. It is time. The day has come. The 

dawning of the Age of Aquarius is at hand. The “camps” who decide to 

stay within the realm of 3D living for the time being, still have a choice, as 

of now. For, those of us awakening… are building the bridges over to the 

“other side.” All my books & many other outfits, are here to assist the 

human community to facilitate the “molting” process. (see the 

“Complimentary Activation List” on page 183)  

We are all one, essentially… & we are here to help one another ascend 

ultimately. But this can only be done with the permission of those wanting to. 

We are not going to drag anybody. We, “Ascension Pathers,” & all the 

entities serving us from higher dimensions… are here to assist, but we 

will only do so with permission. Otherwise, camps of people that choose 

to stay in the lower vibratory bracket… will eventually die off, & the 

planet will thus begin to be populated with the new breed of human: homo 

luminous. This will continue to happen until there are barely any outdated 

versions left, the kind of folks that choose the struggle, strife, suffering, 

survival paradigm. The “New Earth” paradigm will eventually thus be the 

ONLY paradigm here on Earth. Hopefully sooner than later, 2030, 2040 

& 50 on… we will be a very different species that coexists here.  

Earth living will look very different come the second half of this century. 

Our infrastructure will be completely renovated to be seamless, energy 

efficient, green, technologically sound & virtually infallible. The 

overextended supply & demand chain with multiples of product after 

product will be minimized & localized. This will substantially curb the 

wear & tear on our planet & her resources by reducing the long, time-

consuming voyages of ships & tractor trailers. Sustainability will be the 

mandatory main ingredient to all things made. Products will be made to last 
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& endure, as opposed to having a deliberate shelf-life for the sole purpose 

of another sale. The days of a swinging cobwebby blown light bulb are 

over, lol. LED light bulbs are made to last 20 years before having to be 

swapped out, which is a prime example of the extreme potential of 

advanced technology. Our monetary system will have likely transitioned 

to DEFI or Decentralized Finance with decentralized exchanges that are not 

controlled by a central bank system. The new system will be for the people 

by the people with peer to peer (P2P) technology that empowers ALL to 

achieve an equal generous level of wealth. Dare I say… cryptocurrency is 

here to stay, folks.  

The modus operandi of “big government” will be reevaluated. Oligarchs 

will no longer be in charge. Our rule of law, the justice system, & the 

Prison Industrial Complex will be purged & reinvented to match new 

standards based on a humane code of ethics that serve heart-based soul 

growth & expansion. In terms of incarceration, rehabilitation will be the 

main ingredient to all newly orchestrated processes & programs. The 

ideology of “loving thine enemy” will be demonstrated by & through 

saturating the sector of crime & punishment with light & holistic 

healing, as opposed to deprivation & harsh treatment. Choice individuals & 

organizations have already begun this long-awaited road to “recovery.”  

The former Dean of Harvard University, Martha Minnow has a Ted Talk 

called: “How forgiveness can create a more just legal system.” The talk is 

fascinating, to say the least, & very refreshing to know that there are 

already people in power waking up to these solutions. She speaks of 

concepts such as “Restorative Justice Alternatives” & how studying the 

psychology of criminal behavior can help us resolve the root causes of 

conflict & thus begin to prevent the conflict that creates crime in the first 

place. Poverty, discrimination, bankruptcy, depression, mental illness, 

skewed access to education & recreation, broken families, etc., are all 

conditions where crime finds its humble beginnings, in most cases. She 

focuses on the school to prison pipeline & all the institutions that feed into 

the prison system. She endorses mindset shifts across the board, on both 
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sides of the equation. Check her out, this lady is no joke…  

Martha Minow has taught at Harvard Law School since 1981, where her 

courses include civil procedure, constitutional law, fairness and privacy, 

family law, international criminal justice, jurisprudence, law and 

education, nonprofit organizations, and the public law workshop. An 

expert in human rights and advocacy for members of racial and religious 

minorities and for women, children, and persons with disabilities, she also 

writes and teaches about digital communications, democracy, 

privatization, military justice, and ethnic and religious conflict. 

As we were saying… in the future, upon New Earth, the Military 

Industrial Complex will be dismantled & WAR will no longer be a 

profiteering enterprise for the greedy. The idea of an “arms race” will be a 

thing of the past & almost amusingly considered to be medieval. Going 

forward, youth will not be wasted on the young, by trapping them into 

growing up way too fast & missing out on their whole first half of life, 

essentially. The catch-22 of “serving your country” as a “true patriot,” 

while accruing unfortunate & insidious battle scars for life, will no longer 

be a thing. Our young men & women shall get to actually BE with their 

young families instead of being mandated to subscribe to a higher risk than 

reward life filled with long absences & unexpected twists & turns.  

The military shall be transformed into teams of honorable soldiers that 

actually fit the definition of “hero.” They will be trained to serve humanity, 

rebuild national & international communities & renovate this land to New 

Earth standards across the globe, comparable to a kind of “Peace Corps.” 

That said, instead of warmongers, there will be SCOUTS who scope out 

areas in our nation & world that need HELP, aide & assistance to grow, 

flourish & thrive. The goal will be to do away with ghettos, “poor” 

underprivileged neighborhoods, third world countries, gangland, cartels, 

terrorist run organizations, & militant fascist dictatorships. Abroad, these 

adverse conditions are what make MILLIONS of folks flee for their life. 

This is precisely why we have an overabundance of “illegal” immigrants 
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inundating America for refuge. If we RESOLVE these adverse conditions, 

we resolve the border crisis as well. In the future, the military will be 

our saving grace, if we transform it into an entity with healing hands & 

SOLUTIONS. 

New Earth/Society 2.0 will see healthcare & the holistic health & 

wellness industry be successfully homogenized to serve the WHOLE 

BEING, mind, body, & soul. This way, just like products will be built to 

last, so will WE! No more will clinics, hospitals & doctors’ offices have 

revolving doors with no end in sight. NOTHING is not preventable. 

NOTHING is terminal or incurable. Going forward, we are a species of 

BOSS beings, that will be partnered with miracles. Not to mention, a whole 

host of superior mediums will be integrated together to form a brand-new 

unwavering system of healthcare:   

➢ Metaphysics 

➢ Homeopathy 

➢ Plant Medicine 

➢ Herbal Medicine 

➢ Reiki 

➢ Acupuncture 

➢ Aromatherapy 

➢ Breathwork 

➢ Therapeutic Massage 

➢ Biofield Tuning/Sound Therapy 

➢ Crystal Healing 

➢ Auric Maintenance 

➢ Meditation 

➢ Creative Visualization 

➢ Plant-based Nutrition 

➢ Physical Fitness/stretching/yoga 

➢ Mind/body attunement rituals  
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Healthcare 2.0 will be about self-preservation, & preventive maintenance, 

instead featuring a patchwork of superficial fixes, band aides, & long 

arduous roads to recovery. The goal will be to dissolve the mysteries 

surrounding any illness or disease, & to marginalize the impact of illness 

& disease altogether. The objective will be to ultimately phase out the need 

for hospitalization, eliminating high octane medical expenses & 

eradicating the Big Pharma profiteers, at the end of the day. This is great 

news! As a result, the time, energy & & money spent on endless disease 

research, & drug after drug development, will no longer be wasted. 

Indeed, there will be more funds, & MORE ROOM for accelerated 

research & development to take place, of things that matter… according 

to the new interdimensional criteria. This idea may sound far-fetched now, 

but it’s very realistic in terms of “New Earth” or “Society 2.0.” In the near 

future, we will be seeing reality through a whole new lens. Refer to 

chapters 11 & 12.  

The dense & tangled garden of our educational programs, schools, 

colleges, institutions, & universities will be weeded & revised to fit a new 

21st century standard for achievement. The murky waters of all 

curriculums will be distilled effectively into the purest form of TRUTH. 

Universal Law, Metaphysics, Quantum Mechanics & the Sciences will be 

woven together at last. Psychology & Spirituality will complement & 

complete each other like the long-lost lovers they are. Numerology & 

Astrology will be an integral part & parcel of the entire infrastructure of 

our fundamental curriculum. No longer will schools be dominated by left-

brained ego-centered logic, rational reasoning & Belief Systems (B.S.). 

We will build houses of higher learning wherefore TRUTH is the only 

program of study. The development of the spiritual centers in the brain 

will determine a human being’s capacity for growth, advancement & 

intellectual expansion. 

➢ pineal gland  

➢ pituitary gland 

➢ hypothalamus gland  
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As a collective we will learn how to recalibrate these spiritual centers on 

a regular basis to maintain optimal functionality, for this reason. Like a 

guitar has strings that get tuned, our body is our instrument & our strings 

are our glands & chakras. GLANDS are instrumental to our growth & 

development as a human being. Each of the 7 chakras in the auric 

anatomy are linked to a specific gland. New Earth practices & programs 

will unequivocally honor their functionality & the royal role they play in 

our lives. If our “strings” are out of tune… so are we. Refer to chapter 9 

“Got Moves?” in “The Age of Aquarius” book, for more on why chakras & 

glands are of paramount importance to our best-self attunement. (see page 

183 for special Author Note) 

When the left & right brain hemispheres are “joined in holy 

matrimony,” so to speak, Divine equilibrium takes place & Yin/Yang will 

be personified within each individual on Earth, thus, the collective. This 

means that… alas! The Divine Feminine & the Divine Masculine will be 

as one! BALANCE will be a natural disposition for each of us, & 

MODERATION will be a default gear. Won’t that be a gosh-dang 

miracle! No more “Bipolar Nation” with manic tendencies & erratic 

episodes. No more extreme weather, or extreme volatility lashing our 

planet & her resources. As a culture, & as a civilization, there will be no 

more separation anxiety, or divisive drama. “Unity Consciousness” will be 

an understanding we all equally share. Race, color, ethnicity, sexual 

preference, age or gender will not be a factor in the mainstream of our 

collective engagements & affairs. This may indeed be hard to fathom now, 

in the transformational phase of purging humanity circa 2021-22, 

however, it is indeed imminent. Despite appearances, the lightworkers 

across the world in conjunction with the higher realms of “spirit helpers,” 

are working tirelessly to enhance & integrate higher frequencies into the 

mother matrix of Gaia.  

Factoid: Record Keeper Quartz Crystals are holders of universal 

wisdom, each triangle acts as a locked door. Once attuned to the Record 

Keeper, psychic recovery of the information can be attained by holding the 
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door to the third eye during meditation. Record Keeper Quartz 

stimulates one’s latent healing potential, elevates one’s vibration, 

promotes personal peace, love and understanding.  

While smaller record keeper crystals can enhance & activate an 

individual’s or group’s ability to receive higher intel, a larger crystal can & 

will activate a larger body. That said, there are actual GIANT Record 

Keeper Crystals that have been recently placed or inserted into the earth 

along certain sacred meridians. The Earth’s “body” has acupuncture 

meridians just like individual people do. When activated, the “body” of the 

human race is affected just the same, as we are an extension of Mother 

Earth’s body. “Raiders of the Lost Ark” style, this specially selected team 

of associates was sent on a mission that they have since victoriously 

completed. These Record Keeper Crystals will now activate the human 

race’s ability to receive greater existential frequencies. The strategically 

placed crystals will behave much like an acupuncture needle in this way. 

Thus, going forward, our ability to access the higher realms of 

Immaculate Intel will be unparalleled with any other time in recorded 

history.  

We are certainly blessed & lucky here in this auspicious 21st century!! 
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“There comes a time when one must take a position that is neither safe, nor 
politic, nor popular, but he must take it because conscience tells him it is right.” 

~~Martin Luther King Jr. 
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Now, go buy the book! 

https://books2read.com/u/m2YJMj OR 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09NRF29GF  

 

 

 

https://books2read.com/u/m2YJMj
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09NRF29GF
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       Meet Her 

 

Jenay Zapp is a Starseed who is a skilled technician when it comes 

to scattering the ashes of yesteryear. She is your trusted source for 

all things happy, healthy, healing, wise, 5D, New Earth & the 

Golden Age of humanity. Leading people to the "Promised Land," 

she is an avant-garde provocateur of righteousness, a proactive 

agent for the greater good, a changemaker, lightworker, cosmic 

conduit & prosperity conscious activist Her work simply cannot be 

ignored! 

She has been to hell & back, love, lost, endured, rebounded, fell, 

crashed, burned, came out swinging, scrambled to stay alive & 

survived by the skin of her teeth (several times), so being a 
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proactive agent for the greater good actually means something. 

She came from a place of total despair, depression, defeat, anguish, 

anger & issues. To now be here, is an incredible accomplishment. 

Her books are channeled, edgy, fun, entertaining, nostalgic, & 

relatable. Simultaneously, they are instrumental regarding human 

evolution, enlightenment, & deep spiritual transformation. 

Revolutionary characters, such as this, show up to help us crack 

codes, cut cords & move on triumphantly, with bells on.  

Follow her & LEAVE REVIEWS! 

 

▪ jenayzap@gmail.com 

▪ www.rockyourworldbooks.com 

▪ https://bookonfireblog.com/ 

▪ www.amazon.com/author/zapp 

▪ Google Play Books  

▪ Goodreads 

https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/15799274.Je

nay_D_Zapparelli  

▪ www.gettzapped.tumblr.com  

▪ www.pinterest.com/ZappShine 

▪ www.pinterest.com/Jzappnextlevel/  

▪ tiktok.com/@jzappnextlevel 

▪ www.twitter.com/ZTruthRocksIt  

▪ www.instagram.com/shine_defined 

▪ www.facebook.com/ChefZapp 

http://www.rockyourworldbooks.com/
https://bookonfireblog.com/
http://www.amazon.com/author/zapp
https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/15799274.Jenay_D_Zapparelli
https://www.goodreads.com/author/show/15799274.Jenay_D_Zapparelli
http://www.gettzapped.tumblr.com/
http://www.pinterest.com/ZappShine
http://www.pinterest.com/Jzappnextlevel/
mailto:tiktok.com/@jzappnextlevel
http://www.twitter.com/ZTruthRocksIt
http://www.instagram.com/shine_defined
http://www.facebook.com/ChefZapp
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▪ www.facebook.com/RealityWriterz 

▪ www.linkedin.com/in/bookonfireblog  

▪ Liquid Soul Blog Cast on Spotify & Anchor.fm 

https://anchor.fm/jenay-zapp 

▪ JZapp: Next Level YouTube Channel 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_X6FIIvcvSV2

l8GShA4icg  

▪ New Earth Now YouTube Channel 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM2p_i1NMEIQ

46N69kB6OkQ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.facebook.com/RealityWriterz
http://www.linkedin.com/in/bookonfireblog
https://anchor.fm/jenay-zapp
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_X6FIIvcvSV2l8GShA4icg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_X6FIIvcvSV2l8GShA4icg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM2p_i1NMEIQ46N69kB6OkQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCM2p_i1NMEIQ46N69kB6OkQ
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Meet Her Books 
 

 

Thee Trilogy of the Ages (3 book series)  
 

Circa 21st Century  

 

World events like pandemics, wars & genocides DO NOT just 

happen by accident, without a significant lesson to be metabolized by 

the collective, upon a fundamental level, due to a serious need for 

spiritual growth and evolution. Falling on deaf ears is not an option 

here.  

 

We are being summoned by our souls to grow past all the 

missteps and miscreations of our ancestors. Old, outdated 

programs, paradigms & expired Belief Systems (B.S.) are no 

longer relevant or beneficial and simply do not serve us 

anymore. What worked before, does not now. The thrill is gone, 

and it is time to let go and move on.  

 

This Sacred Trilogy will revolutionize the way you perceive life, 

people, your reality, the way you make your bed and fix your 

tea. The whole entire ocean of awareness that these books offer 

is hands down, nothing short of game-changing. Like when 

that ship comes in with your name on it, in one fell swoop, you 

become liberated. This 3-part series is a fantastic compact wild 

ride through the past, present & future of US, the human species. 

Thee Trilogy of the Ages is an official riveting record of a pre-

pandemic, mid-pandemic & post-pandemic world.  
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• Book 1/The Decline of Civility: America’s Fall 

from Grace (Est 2019) 

 
*REVIEW this book HERE: 

http://www.amazon.com/review/create-

review?&asin=B09B1LZZHR 

 

Author Note: Released in the preposterous political shitshow of 

circa 2019, BOOK 1 in “Thee Trilogy of the Ages” series, you 

really don’t want to sit this one out. The material presented here 

is an uncensored account of all that has been suffocating the 

human spirit for centuries. “We can’t breathe,” is an 

understatement. The heart of Mother Earth is a pin cushion. This 

reckoning of our species needs no introduction. This book 

exposes ALL OF IT. What are you waiting for?  

 

• Book 2/God’s 21st Century: How the Soul Rises to 

Power (Est 2020) 
 

*REVIEW this book HERE: 

http://www.amazon.com/review/create-

review?&asin=B09B1JTTVF 

 

Author Note: Unleashed early in 2021 right alongside its twin 

sister, Age of Aquarius. Riveting as all get out, the material 

presented here will rock your world & the next ten people you 

come into contact with. It is BOOK 2 in the “Thee Trilogy of the 

Ages” series, so be sure to click on the series link & read all about 

what that means. Be a smart shopper & buy this book TODAY. 

Namaste 

 

http://www.amazon.com/review/create-review?&asin=B09B1LZZHR
http://www.amazon.com/review/create-review?&asin=B09B1LZZHR
http://www.amazon.com/review/create-review?&asin=B09B1JTTVF
http://www.amazon.com/review/create-review?&asin=B09B1JTTVF
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• Book 3/Pandora's Box Is Burning: Humanity's 

Final Frontier (Est 2021) 

 

*REVIEW this book HERE: 

http://www.amazon.com/review/create-

review?&asin=B09NRF29GF 

 

Author Note: (released 12/21/21) There are two kinds of people 

in this world: the dreaming & awake. If you are awake or want to 

be, keep reading. This is a clarion call to YOU. 

 

This book is for all generations & demographics on American soil 

& worldwide. We are all one species: human beings. This is for 

the "Truthers," the Doomsday Theorists, folks who inherently 

question authority. This is especially for those... painstakingly 

crawling out of the traps of religiosity to seek solace in the safe 

haven of sovereign spirituality. This is for all those who would 

just like to know what in the ham sandwich (lol) is going on with 

humanity, our world & the state of our union or not. This book 

will help ANYONE navigate this thing called life much smoother 

& with a real advantage that will never fade or falter. Your best 

version awaits! 

 

Not to be a buzz kill, but the mass devastation we currently see 

taking place on the world stage: war, division, conflict, 

corruption; crime, injustice, poverty, illness, disease; pollution, 

wildfires, twisters, death, destruction & disaster... is all just the 

PURGING of a long lineage of UN-grace, if you will. There is no 

other way to rid the planet of it, than to draw it to the surface for 

release, to be transmuted to light. Any stuck pattern & program 

must unearth in order to be gone for good. Make sense? 

 

THIS is what "Pandora’s Box is Burning" means. The future of 

http://www.amazon.com/review/create-review?&asin=B09NRF29GF
http://www.amazon.com/review/create-review?&asin=B09NRF29GF
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our species depends on it. The burning of Pandora’s Box is the 

catalyst for Humanity's Final Frontier, which is… World 

Peace, Ahimsa & the law of the land becoming LOVE. No need for 

alarm, this is the stage in human evolution where everything is 

coming to a head on purpose, to be cleared or burned into the fire 

of transmutation, so PEACE can be possible. Man's turning point, 

is GOD'S TURN. 

 

 

• The Devil’s in the Details: The Untold Stories That 

Made Me Brave (Est. 12/21/21) 

 
*REVIEW this book HERE: 

http://www.amazon.com/review/create-

review?&asin=B09VGGZMD8  

 

Who doesn't like a little tumultuous tale every now & then? 

 

It's not every day you get to listen to a true story about the 

incredible golden gumption of the human spirit, & how it can, 

indeed, beat defeat. We all have a special place in our heart for 

"Rocky Balboa," don't we? We all love a little underdog story. 

Besides, who doesn't daydream about the good old rotary phone 

days of mixed tapes & mosh pits, when times were much more... 

NOT pandemic? 

 

Welcome to this personal plight... may you marvel at the courage 

& candor, the art of recollection, the courtesy of a proficient 

execution, the charismatic way she draws you in. You will see 

what "speaking your truth" looks like, & witness how it lands for 

everybody involved, no matter what the uncomfortable cost. On 

the flip side, strap in... for an amusing, fun wild ride down the 

memory lane of the... oh so enchanting, 80s & 90s. 

http://www.amazon.com/review/create-review?&asin=B09VGGZMD8
http://www.amazon.com/review/create-review?&asin=B09VGGZMD8
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An unbridled venture back in time, this provocative full circle 

moment is a tell-all account of the author's unorthodox passage 

through the halls of humanhood. Somehow, it all makes perfect 

sense even when it doesn't. Through the darkest hour, the promise 

of perseverance prevails. Children, indeed, are the future, & how 

we treat them... makes or breaks our world. This is a book about 

forgiveness & complete freedom for all of us, no matter what eats 

you up inside or how deep the cut. 

 

Autobiography/Self-empowerment/Holistic Healing/Addiction 

Recovery/Transformation/Ahimsa/Family Values 

 

• The Age of Aquarius: A Practical Guide To 

Bringing 5D Alive (Est. 2020) (audiobook now available) 

 

*REVIEW this book HERE: 

http://www.amazon.com/review/create-

review?&asin=B08TQ7F2CB 

 

Author Note: Released early in 2021, this book is absolutely 

necessary for humanity to grow & advance full speed ahead 

toward & within the New Renaissance or Golden Age of Man we 

are currently merging with. Do not wait one more single solitary 

second to dive into this mind-altering material. This 

comprehensive jackpot of Immaculate Intel will change the game 

for you. Jump in! 

 

• Magnetic Prosperity: A Survival Guide for a Mad 

Mad World (Est. 2018) 

 

http://www.amazon.com/review/create-review?&asin=B08TQ7F2CB
http://www.amazon.com/review/create-review?&asin=B08TQ7F2CB
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*REVIEW this book HERE: 

http://www.amazon.com/review/create-

review?&asin=0692998446 

 

Author Note: This wild ride is the second book I ever published & 

was unleashed over two years ago. It is noisy, bratty, bold with 

no holds barred & was inspired by all the folks that were once so 

relevant in my life. Now, they are... not so much. Life goes on. 

People move away. Connections fade. We all change. I changed 

100% from back then. However, it certainly does not discount the 

fact that this book contains timeless wisdom & advanced 

knowledge way ahead of its time.  

  

Poverty Consciousness has been a streaming, live & active 

program running within the hearts & minds of all the people who 

have thus been branded with the Status Quo’s incessant 

propaganda since birth. It is TIME to reclaim our Divine birth 

right to be PROSPERITY CONSCIOUS, abundant, connected to 

wealth, fortune & favor by a default gear. This book will show 

you how that is possible & give you indispensable TOOLS. Don’t 

miss this opportunity to get your THRIVE on! Tap link to view 

or buy. You owe it to yourself to at least check it out. Namaste 

 

• The Book of Beautiful Feelings: Thee 

Quintessential Guide To Deliberate Creation (Est. 2016) 

 
*REVIEW this book HERE: 

http://www.amazon.com/review/create-

review?&asin=B096TRVHTD 

 

Author Note: Originally stirred up around 2013 on scrap paper & 

juice-stained journals, this book finally came to fruition in 2016 

after a raucous ride. I am pleased to say it was the very first book 

http://www.amazon.com/review/create-review?&asin=0692998446
http://www.amazon.com/review/create-review?&asin=0692998446
http://www.amazon.com/review/create-review?&asin=B096TRVHTD
http://www.amazon.com/review/create-review?&asin=B096TRVHTD
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I authored & independently published. It contains a rather 

distinct version of my harrowing life story, not for the faint of 

heart. However, the pages thereafter are a delightful peruse down 

the endless isles of imagination leading to all the many ways that 

ANYONE can heal their demons, if you just invite them in for a 

little sweet tea. Namaste 

 

 

 

 

*Follow my Amazon Author Page & never miss a beat! 

www.amazon.com/author/zapp 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.amazon.com/author/zapp
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